 Goals:
 Group
 Maximize integration with the Russian America conference by focusing on ethnic groups
who have had connection with the Russians during their colonial presence in Alaska.
 Explore these figures, clothing and accessories using techniques and media as fully as
possible, completing one nifty, inexpensive doll and using the balance of our time to address
as many other parts of figures and regalia as we can.
 Mary Ellen Frank
 Suggest some possible non commercial figures for NW Coast doll makers.
 Show how elaborate items of regalia from museums and personal collections can be
simplified, and
 coordinated with a figure of similar materials and crafting techniques.
 Undertakings:
 PC Peeps (a pipe cleaner, pom pom, felt & bead figure) either Dancing Raven or Singing Eagle
 These are easily constructed bird figures that can also be simplified as people.
 The materials for these figures are cheap and readily available.
 I have taught these figures to a wide range of students from first graders to university level.
 The techniques and materials I use for my larger, more elaborate doll regalia can be
explored with these small, easily constructed birds.
 The figures can be refined to be quite artistic, and
 can be altered to represent other animals or people from a variety of ethnic groups.
 Felt/Leather figure’s hands and face
 These are some of the most difficult features to construct on a doll.
 With these simplified, abstracted hands and face any doll maker can establish his/her own
identifiable figures.
 Display figures will be exhibited and discussed as the source of the ideas for these features.
 The materials for these figures are cheap and readily available. We are able to work with
inexpensive wool felt and
 create a sophisticated, artistic figure.
 The same materials can be used for almost all aspect of the doll, its clothing/regalia and
accessories.
 The same patterns and techniques can be rendered in leather and a really rich looking,
natural figure results.
 Russian Sailor Hat in Felt, Leather and Gut
 This Russian clothing item of was adapted by NW Coast and Aleut tribal peoples for use in
their regalia.
 We look at simple ways to capture the feel and look of these hats and their adornment.
 Display Figures from the Instructor’s Collection
 Aleut and NW Coast Dolls

Mary Ellen Frank’s

Other maker’s
 Other (for figure techniques and ideas)


•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary Ellen Frank’s
Plaid body
Body using Akira Blount’s body/clothes integration
Other maker’s
SE Asian with cloth fingers
Noni Cely body
Akira Blout body/clothes integration
Paniyak face
Mathias face and hands
Mirren Barrie’s paper/bead articulating limbs

